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Monitoring of aquatic habitats for water quality and biodiversity requires regular

sampling, often in off-shore locations and underwater. Such sampling is

commonly performed manually from research vessels, or if autonomous, is

constrained to permanent installations. Consequentially, high frequency

ecological monitoring, such as for harmful algal blooms, are limited to few

sites and/or temporally infrequent. Here, we demonstrate the use of MEDUSA,

an Unmanned Aerial-Aquatic Vehicle which is capable of performing

underwater sampling and inspection at up to 10 m depth, and is composed

of a multirotor platform, a tether management unit and a tethered micro

Underwater Vehicle. The system is validated in the task of vertical profiling

of Chlorophyll-a levels in freshwater systems by means of a custom solid

sample filtering mechanism. This mechanism can collect up to two

independent samples per mission by pumping water through a pair of glass-

fibre GF/F filters. Chlorophyll levels measured from the solid deposits on the

filters are consistent and on par with traditional sampling methods, highlighting

the potential of using UAAVs to sample aquatic locations at high frequency and

high spatial resolution.
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1 Introduction

Aquatic ecosystems—both freshwater and marine—are fundamental to both Earth

system dynamics and to human society Wang-Erlandsson et al. (2022). Water bodies

provide the foundation for our life, health, and wealth, through “ecosytem services” such

as nutrients’ cycling and primary production, climate regulation, clean water and fisheries,
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as well as tourism by means of aesthetics and recreational values

of natural aquatic resources D’Alelio et al. (2021). Aquatic

ecosystems are however very fragile and extensively perturbed

by anthropogenic activities at local and global scales Wang-

Erlandsson et al. (2022). Given the importance of aquatic

resources for biodiversity, conservation and ecosystem

services, there is a scientific interest and a societal need to

monitor ecosystem state and water quality, ideally at low cost,

high frequency and large spatial scales. Such needs imply the

selection of relevant ecosystem variables to monitor, and of

monitoring tools that minimize the imposed trade-offs

between spatial and temporal resolution, and costs.

The estimation of abundance and diversity of phytoplankton

in pelagic aquatic ecosystems is the most common, and often

mandatory, biological parameter to monitor, to evaluate the

quality of water bodies. Phytoplankton is a key component of

all aquatic food-webs, encompassing a variety of photosynthetic

organisms from eukaryotic microalgae to cyanobacteria. Having

a short lifespans and being regulated by essential inorganic

resources (including human pollutants), phytoplankton

communities are sensitive to environmental conditions and

represent effective indicators of environmental change,

ecosystem health and water quality (Directives originating

from the EU, 2000; Xu et al., 2001). One alarming response of

phytoplankton to anthropogenic pollution, and a worldwide

threat to aquatic ecosystem services, is the formation of

blooms, i.e., mass accumulation of microalgae Isles and

Pomati (2021). Phytoplankton blooms are increasing

worldwide due to eutrophication and climate warming

Huisman et al. (2018); Ho et al. (2019), with annual societal

costs in the billions of Euros. In freshwaters, dense and often

toxic blooms are associated with cyanobacteria Huisman et al.

(2018). Forecasting or real time detection of algal blooms is a

central concern in ecosystem management. The ability to

promptly identify blooms would allow stakeholders to

respond to human health or ecosystem service concerns.

However, current early warning approaches suffer from severe

drawbacks due to lack of spatial and temporal resolution in

sampling and detection of these events.

Although automated instruments are available and used

Lombard et al. (2019); Merz et al. (2021), phytoplankton

monitoring is most commonly performed by dedicated

personnel, making it difficult, time consuming and expensive

Pomati et al. (2011). Dedicated laboratories perform sample

collection, transport and storage for subsequent analysis by

technicians and trained taxonomists, in case identification of

microalgae is necessary. In many monitoring programs,

particularly those concerning public health issues like harmful

algal blooms, sampling should be rapid and target multiple

locations and ideally multiple depths underwater, which is

inconvenient and often difficult to achieve. Some locations, or

deep chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) maxima which often characterise

algal blooms, might not be easily accessible, limiting our

ability to detect potential environmental threats. Aquatic

ecosystem monitoring would hence tremendously benefit from

autonomous sampling devices for phytoplankton monitoring,

which allow multiple sample collection in offshore and/or

inaccessible sites.

As summarised in Figure 1, the use of UAVs for water

sampling shows potential for automating sampling and

expanding the breadth of water research. In fact, the use of

UAVs for this task is not a novel concept, having been employed

by Ore et al. (2015) and Schwarzbach et al. (2014), and

subsequently used in various different applications Lally et al.

(2019). Amongst these, several are of particular interest. The

sampling of a remote crater lake showcases UAV based water

sampling as an adequate method for sampling in remote and

hazardous regions Terada et al. (2018). The surface mapping of

water quality using water samples and on-board sensors

demonstrates the usage of UAVs for mapping of spatial

gradients in bodies of water, Koparan et al. (2020). Finally,

simultaneous sampling and sensor deployment showcases the

potential of integrating these methods in real-time networks

Ribeiro et al. (2016). Here, we would like to highlight two

distinguishable methods used for water sample collection. The

first relies on a pump to fill a container present on-board the

UAV, while the second is much more widely used and relies on a

cable suspended payload with a container that can be passively

triggered by buoyancy Benson et al. (2019), by a microcontroller

Koparan et al. (2020); Terada et al. (2018), or by a messenger

probe Koparan et al. (2018). The latter is remarkably similar to

standard depth water samplers and if employed for depth

sampling, could constitute a simple alternative to the method

here presented.

Remote water sampling at depth with autonomous vehicles

has been previously performed using non-flying Autonomous

Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) Zhang et al. (2019), but these

systems are normally bulky and heavy, hindering access to

many research sites. Being inherently lightweight and

facilitating access to remote locations through flight, UAV

based methods can be of particular interest in many

applications. Thus far, two UAV systems have used sensor

probes lowered from UAVs Chung et al. (2015); Ore and

Detweiler (2018) to measure thermophysical properties of

water at depth. Concerning water sampling at depth, an

author has done it successfully at up to 3 m depth using

multiple cable suspended samplers actuated by a

microcontroller Koparan et al. (2019). Also using a cable

suspended sampler, another author has commercialised a

method that has been successfully demonstrated up to an

impressive depth of 92 m Castendyk et al. (2019).

In light of this recent work, we find there is a lack of fully

integrated UAV solutions which perform targeted sampling at

accurate depths, i.e., not relying on sampler depths set a priori to

flight (Koparan et al. (2019)) or not requiring multiple flights and

interfaces for a signle sample (Castendyk et al. (2019)). A new
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class of vehicles capable of seamless motion in water and air is, in

our view, a necessity in this effort.

Unmanned Aerial-Aquatic Vehicles (UAAVs)1 are hybrid

unmanned vehicles capable of traveling through air and water,

normally fully integrated into a single package. These robots are

capable of performing a new class of hybrid aerial-aquatic

missions in challenging environments, creating opportunities

for novel data-gathering strategies. This is achieved by

providing in essence, means for researchers to access water-

bodies from more convenient launch points, collect aerial data of

said water-bodies, and perform direct measurements at the water

surface or/and at depth at multiple locations. Literature in the

UAAV field is extensive, Zeng et al. (2022), and varied mission

profiles have been proposed thus far, Farinha et al. (2021).

Amongst other achievements, UAAVs have been shown

overcoming obstacles and escaping cluttered aquatic

environments (Zufferey et al. (2019a); Siddall et al. (2017);

Tétreault et al. (2020)), autonomously traveling underwater

(Lyu et al. (2022)), and performing long duration sailing

missions (Zufferey et al. (2019b)). These technologies are

expected to extend hybrid sensing mission capabilities in

aquatic environments by performing both remote observation

and direct sampling. The direct sampling component can be

valuable as a ground-truth mechanism in remote observation

missions, but even more so in disciplines that require knowledge

of water properties at depth, where sampling is more labour

intensive.

Aerial-aquatic locomotion within a single vehicle often

comes at the cost of compromising performance and limiting

operational envelope. We previously investigated separating the

aquatic and aerial components into two agents, taking advantage

of the robustness of standard multicopter configurations and the

simplicity of modular systems, Debruyn et al. (2020). This

solution (the MEDUSA system - Multi-Environment Dual-

robot for Underwater Sample Acquisition) proved to be

simple and reliable, as well as easily expandable for different

sensing and locomotion requirements. In this paper we

demonstrate the application of the MEDUSA concept on the

task of freshwater monitoring. The primary developments and

contributions are the following: 1) Development of an

autonomous filtration depth sampling system for use with an

UAV; 2) Extension of the previous prototype’s operational

envelope by redesigning the micro Underwater Vehicle (μUV)

and its buoyancy control subsystem for operations at depth; 3)

Redesign of the communication between the different agents into

a more streamlined and robust package; 4) Field demonstration

of vertical profiling of aquatic environments and Chlorophyll-a

monitoring with MEDUSA.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 System operational envelope

By having the capacity to operate in air and in water at depth,

MEDUSA type systems are especially indicated for sample

collection and underwater inspection. The system here

described is capable of collecting up to two independent water

FIGURE 1
Sampling methods used in this publication. A multiparametric probe collects data autonomously along a vertical profile of the lake in a fixed
location. A Niskin bottle is used off-board a motor-boat to collect water at depth for later filtration and analysis. The MEDUSA system developed for
remote acquisition of water samples at depth.

1 Also designated as Hybrid Aerial Underwater Vehicles (HAUVs) and
Aquatic Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (AquaUAVs).
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samples, speeding up the characterisation of gradients, and

enabling a variety of hybrid aerial-aquatic missions as shown

in Figure 2. This system can vertically take-off and land on solid

ground or the water surface, and collect up to two water samples.

These samples can be collected from a single location at different

depths (S1, S2A), or from two different locations (S1, S2B). This

provides flexibility in the characterisation of water bodies in their

depth and span.

The underwater operational envelope is restricted by the

length of the tether to a half sphere of 10 m radius.

Consequentially, the sampling depth is also restricted to a

maximum depth of 10 m, which is generally sufficient to

cover the entirety of the epilimnion layer of stratified lakes,

where most of the phytoplankton production occurs.

2.2 System design

The MEDUSA system is composed of a standard multicopter

platform, a water-landing system, a tether management unit and

a micro underwater vehicle, with masses discretised in Table 1.

Details on this implementation of MEDUSA are shown in

Figure 3. The flying component is based on the Tarot X6

hexacopter frame with the DJI E1200 Standard propulsion

system and 6.6 Ah of installed battery capacity. We use a

Pixhawk four flight controller and the H-RTK F9P RTK GNSS

system for position control. Communication is done via

900 MHz for long range radio-control and Mavlink stream for

the ground-station, while analog video-feed is provided over

2.4 GHz.

The water landing gear is composed of eight spherical floats,

which are chosen for its low weight (each weighs 120 g),

buoyancy (each supports 1.2 kg) and high-visibility (in red

and white). The floats are mounted in such a way that it

creates a wide and stable floating platform on the water for

the UAV. The heavier system components e.g., coiling system

and μUV are located in the centre of the floating platform to

maintain stability while the UAV is floating on water.

The coiling unit holds 11 m of Ethernet cable. Among the

eight color wires in the cable, power and ground take two lines

each, serial communication twomore, analog video takes another

and one is left free. The tension for power transmission is boosted

FIGURE 2
Mission profile for the MEDUSA system. Take-off from shore - 1 fly to aquatic location of interest - 2A land on the water surface - S1 collect first
water sample at desired depth - S2A collect second water sample at different depth (OR) 2B fly to second location of interest and collect second
sample S2B- return to shore.

TABLE 1 Masses of principal components in the MEDUSA system.

Frame
(kg)

Propulsion Batteries Avionics
&
wiring

Coiling
system

Underwater
vehicle
(μUV)

μUV
ballast

Landing
gear

Total

2 1.800 kg 1.446 kg 0.207 kg 0.997 kg 0.676 kg 0.312 kg 1.52 kg 8 kg
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to 30V, which keeps the voltage drop in the line bellow 4.4%,

reducing power loss. Waterproofing at the μUV interface is

ensured by using a waterproof cable gland connector, which

also facilitates disassembly. The tether feeding is done by a high-

torque continuous-rotation servo motor and managed by an

Arduino-nano using PWM signal. Given we’re using a “dumb-

servo”, the docking unit is fitted with contact switches to detect

the terminus of recoil, while depth measured by the μUV

provides information on the length of deployed cable. The

docking unit is further fitted with a sonar range-finder to

detect the approach of the μUV and slow down before

docking contact.

The μUV is shaped as a cylindrical container, composed of a

transparent polycarbonate tube capped on both ends by

machined Aluminium 6,068 lids. One end can be opened and

holds the tether connector while the other end holds a custom

PCB. The PCB includes power modules, actuator drivers, sensors

and an Arduino-nano micro-controller. Buoyancy control is

achieved using a linear actuator connected to a piston, and a

total pressure sensor provides feedback for the control loop. An

FPV-flight analog camera placed in the μUV provides visual

feedback via the video transmitter on-board the multicopter. It is

worth noting that a major design challenge of a micro

Underwater Vehicle (μUV) with appropriate mass for flight, is

its compactness. This is made obvious by the mass of ballast used

(30% of the μUV mass), to raise the system’s mass to a neutral

buoyancy point. For this reason, the μUV needs to be designed

for minimum volume, not mass.

2.2.1 Sampling system design
The design of a water sampling system to be integrated on an

UAV comes with considerable technical challenges and design

constraints. First, the UAV payload is limited and mission range

is directly affected by an additional load. Secondly, the sample

volume is dependant on the water properties of interest, varying

the return payload depending on the application. Lastly, the

UAV needs to be stable pre and post sample acquisition. A

sampling solution that allows for flexibility in sampling volumes

and negligible added payload in the form of water is filtration.

Even though this method does not allow for some types of a

posterirori analysis that require a liquid sample, thermophysical

properties of water can still be measured in situ (albeit with lower

precision), using on-board sensors. Nevertheless, filtration alone

can provide relevant information such as concentration of

suspended particles (e.g., algae, bacteria, zooplankton), their

elemental composition (e.g., stoichiometry), and the

biodiversity of the ecosystem based on environmental DNA

Deiner et al. (2017). The sampling system demonstrated here

is shown in Figure 4 and is capable of acquiring two independent

samples per flight. This is achieved by using a pair of micro

solenoid valves for flow diversion (or 2/3 solenoid valves), which

open three parallel and independent lines. Two of these lines are

used for sampling and have an inline filter holder for glass fibre

filters (GF/F-filters). Further efforts are taken towards ensuring

that no cross-contamination occurs, by dedicating the third line

for purging before each sample; and by including a non-return

valve at the end of each sampling line, thus avoiding the

occurrence of reflux. Another feature of this design is

scalability. Considering the 2/3 valve - filter holder - non-

return valve as a single block, one can place as many of these

as necessary in parallel to perform as many samples as required,

adding only 40 g per additional line.

Filtration sampling methods rely on accurate knowledge of

the volume of filtered water. The use of a peristaltic pump is thus

FIGURE 3
Principal mechanical subsystems that compose the MEDUSA system (left). On the left, electronics framework including: controllers, sensors,
actuators and communication protocols for both the aerial (top) and underwater system (bottom).
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clearly advantageous, due to its mostly linear characteristic

(i.e., the pump’s rotation speed and flow rate remain constant

with pressure loading). There is however a source of inaccuracy

that should be accounted for, which is stall. In fact, peristaltic

pumps have drastically reduced flow rates above certain pressure

loading values, a condition that is reached as particles deposit on

the filters and block the flow. The inclusion of a differential

pressure sensor to measure the pressure loading on the pump

allows a sample to be cut-off as soon as the pump starts operating

outside its linear regime, thus leading to accurate and consistent

sampling volume estimations.

2.2.2 Dual system communication setup
The integration of the system’s aerial and underwater

components is done using customised open-source

frameworks, i.e., PX4 (Meier et al. (2015)) for the flight

control, Arduino for underwater control and sampling, and

MAVLink (Koubâa et al. (2019)) for communication between

the Ground Control Station (GCS), UAV and μUV. Control of

the vehicle is done via the Radio Control (RC) and GCS which

also receives feedback information; a complete list of control

inputs and available feedback information is provided in

Table 2.

Figure 5A shows a visualisation of the two modes for the

μUV’s depth control. A first mode uses the tether system to pull

the μUV upwards, and the μUV’s weight with the piston fully

retracted for downwards movement. A second mode uses a

piston actuated by a linear actuator, which controls the μUV’s

depth using a PID control loop and a total pressure sensor for

feedback. Even though the second mode increases the system’s

complexity and weight, it achieves tasks that would not be

possible otherwise, such as underwater current compensation

and depth control when moving in 3D space. For both cases,

depth control is achieved using depth setpoints set via the

MDSA_DEPTH_TGT parameter editable through the GCS, or

via the RC using the pitch stick mapped to the

actuator_control_0 topic.

As shown in Figure 5B, the timing, switching logic and

actuation happens internally in the μUV, which uses the

actuator_control_0 topic to trigger sample collection and

manual stopping. The value of MDSA_SMPL_NB (Table 2)

is incremented every time a sample is triggered and a

switching logic chooses valve and pump actuation status

that diverts the flow appropriately to either one of the

samples or, when necessary, the purging line. In addition to

the manual RC override, samples will automatically be

stopped after a target volume set in the GCS is reached or

the maximum Δp measured in-line is reached. The sample

volume is calculated using a calibration curve that uses only

the μC clock for the elapsed time.

2.3 Sampling procedures

In order to test and prove the functionality of the pump

system on a real case scenario, a test was performed in Greifensee,

Switzerland, with the aim of collecting a gradient of chlorophyll

values water samples at different depths. Samples were collected

from a boat by the monitoring station 47.36668 °N, 8.6651 °E

(WGS 84). For this purpose glass microfiber filters, Grade GF/F

(Whatman), 25 mm diameter and a pore size of 0.7 µm were

used. To test the performance of the UAAV sampling system,

manual samples were collected in parallel and manually filtered

with syringes and filter holders as done in the UAVV system.

Surface sample was taken directly from the boat by manually

filling a syringe with surface water and measuring the volume of

filtered water. Water samples at the different depths were

collected with a niskin bottle, parallel to the UAAV system

and the same filtering procedure was repeated. All filters were

stored at 4°C and in the dark, and frozen (−20°C) once in the lab

until sample processing.

2.3.1 On-site benchmarking
For the comparison of drone-sampled Chl-a with depth

profiles, we used data from an Idronaut multiparametric

probe and automated profiler (relevant information can be

found in previous publications) Pomati et al. (2011); Merz

et al. (2021). Water parameters monitored included pressure

(i.e., depth), temperature, conductivity, oxygen, PAR

(photosynthetic Active Radiation), turbidity, phycocyanin and

FIGURE 4
Filter based sampling system integrated in the μUV: hydraulic
diagram (top), and physical components (bottom).
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chlorophyll-a, these last three using a Trilux fluorometer (https://

chelsea.co.uk/).

2.3.2 Chlorophyll-a extraction
Chl-a extraction was done in the laboratory according to the

standard procedure in Carranzo (2012). Using 90 percent ethanol,

samples were vortexed, afterwards sonicated in an ice-waterbath for

15 min and stored at 4°C overnight. Extracted samples were filtered

with 0.2 µm cellulose acetate syringe filters to remove particles and

measured at 665 and 750 nm using a photospectrometer.

3 Results

Videos of the MEDUSA system in action during field trials

and sampling tests can be found in Supplementary Video S1. Full

system tests (flight - sample - sample - return) were performed in

various locations in the United Kingdom, Switzerland and

Croatia, in fresh and seawater. During these tests, samples

were acquired at a maximum distance of 65 m from shore,

and the maximum distance covered in flight was 600 m. The

system achieved flight times of up to 13 min, however, we

TABLE 2 List of parameters and topics used to handle the underwater locomotion mission section, sampling control, depth control and tether
extension/retraction.

Group Parameter/topic Radio-control Ground control station

Sampling MDSA_SMPL_STTUS set - start/stop/auto sample —

MDSA_SMPL_VOL — view - current sample volume

MDSA_SMPL_TGVL — set - next sample target volume

MDSA_SMPL_DP — view - current sample Δp
MDSA_SMPL_NB — view - sample number

Underwater Control MDSA_DEPTH_TGT — set - depth target

MDSA_DEPTH_CUR — view - current depth

MDSA_C_MODE set - depth control mode view/set - depth control mode

actuator_control_0 [1] set - forward motion —

actuator_control_0 [2] set - yaw rate —

actuator_control_0 [3] set - depth/buoyancy —

Mission Control actuator_control_0 [5] set - flight/underwater mode —

actuator_control_0 [6] set - hold/retract/deploy tether —

FIGURE 5
Distribution of actuators, sensors, control logic and user interfaces used across the MEDUSA system for: (A) μUV depth control and (B) sample
collection logic.
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estimate the current setup can operate for 27 min if the

maximum available battery payload is used. Flights were

performed with winds up to 25 knots in a sheltered location

where waves do not develop. While the wind was not a challenge

for flight, it lead to rather fast drifting while MEDUSA floats on

the water surface. This does not necessarily lead to failure,

however, the μUV tends to get dragged behind it, which

makes the depth control highly inaccurate. In terms of water

surface state, all flights and landing attempts were performed on

Douglas scale 0 to 1. One attempt was made for take-off in scale

two conditions, however, a safe take-off was not possible. With

increasing degrees of swell, it is not only take-off and landing that

becomes challenging, but also deployment and recovery of the

μUV can become impossible due to aggravated motion of the

tether relatively to the coiling system. We’ve observed during

sampling that the depth holding accuracy of the μUV is of ±3 cm,

which outperforms other depth samplers we found in the

literature. This estimate is however based on the on-board

total pressure sensor, so it does not account for sensor bias

that can occur due to local atmosphere or water density.

System tests where the acquired samples were analysed, were

performed in three different locations in Switzerland: Zurich lake

(47.319756, 8.553111) where there are no flight restrictions in

place, Greifensee (47.366402, 8.665131) which a nature reserve

with limited boat and flight activities allowed, and the EAWAG

ponds facility (47.405155, 8.608538), where flight plans need to

be approved by the flight authorities due to the proximity of the

Dubendorf airbase. Taking into account these restrictions, full

system tests were performed in Zurich lake, while in Greifensee

the UAV was kept onboard a motorboat and the μUV lowered

into the water using the depth control systems in place, and in the

ponds facility the UAV was left to freely float in the ponds and

the aquatic phase of the mission was carried out as in a full system

trials.

3.1 Freshwater chlorophyll sampling

Samples were obtained in Greifensee from surface level to 9 m

depth. The obtained Chlorophyll-a values are shown in Figure 6A

alongside corresponding data from manual samples and from the

Chl-a sensor values (from the multiparametric probe) logged at the

time of sampling. It is shown that the UAAV and manual samples

mostly match, with exception of the samples at 2 m depth. However,

this mismatch is most likely a result of an error either with the

manual sampling depth or with the sample tagging, as emphasised

by the fact that the UAAV-based samples better follow the trend

shown by themulti-parametric sensor values. It is also apparent that

manual and UAAV samples show slightly lower Chl-a values than

the sensor data.We expect, however, the latter ones to be less precise

in absolute terms, as they are based on pigment fluorescence after

light excitation, which can be influenced by a number of

confounding factors, Falkowski and Kiefer (1985).

In order to assess the contamination between sampler one

and two in consecutive samples, pairs of consecutive S1 and

S2 samples were ordered and a contamination hypothesis given

by ChlM2 = (1 − ϵ) (ChlS2 + αChlS1) is tested for the ordered pairs

as well as 1,000 random permutations of the same pairs. Where

Mi and Si indexes correspond respectively to manual and UAV-

sampler-i based samples of the same location and ϵ is the absolute
error incurred by the measurement performed with sampler

1 before a measurement of a different location with sampler

2. As shown in Supplementary Figure S1, the confidence interval

for the contamination ratio α is comparable to values

encountered in other random permutations, which indicates

contamination is likely not happening.

In order to validate the sampling system, samples taken using

MEDUSA were taken in tandem with manual ones. The relation

between the manual and UAAV based samples can be found in

Figure 6B, where 27 valid sample pairs are discretized. Despite

some variation in the 3–5 μg/L range, the data follows a close fit of

a line of slope one intersecting at the origin, showcasing a one to

one relation between the manual and UAAV-based methods.

These results, however, show only that Chl-a values obtained

using MEDUSA are comparable to manual methods. A full

description of the method’s precision would require several

more samples across the full range of Chl-a concentrations.

All UAAV-based samples were acquired with varying

volumes, which were the result of the samples being cut-off

when the Δp loading on the pump exceeded a threshold of

1,000 kPa. Figure 6C showcases 4 such samples where the

system’s water outlet was collected onto a set of scales and the

measured value compared to the prediction used by MEDUSA.

Sample 1 corresponds to the filtering of clear water and thus the

Δp remains constant and equivalent to the pressure loading of the

valves, filter and tubing. In this situation, MEDUSA will cut-off

the sample after reaching a predefined maximum volume, which

is here set to 200 ml. Subsequent samples correspond to

increasingly more turbid water. Thus, the sampled volume

does not reach the set maximum volume, but the maximum

Δp, after which the flow rate is no longer constant and the

predicted sampled volume accumulates error.

4 Discussion

There are three main features that distinguish the method

here described from the previous literature on UAV based depth

water sampling (Ore and Detweiler (2018); Koparan et al. (2019);

Castendyk et al. (2019)).

Firstly, as opposed to Ore and Detweiler (2018); Castendyk

et al. (2019), the MEDUSA system lands on water to collect

samples instead of hovering above it. This is done with the

intention of saving energy while the samples are being collected,

and thus increasing the system’s effective range. However, it also

comes at an increased payload which has the opposite effect. Our
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experiments show that by flying without the water landing gear,

MEDUSA can extend its flight time by ~ 2 minutes, an 18%

increase. Depending on the sample volume being collected, the

sample time can go well beyond this (it will take 150 s to collect

200 ml for example), so there is a clear advantage in increasing

the mission times like this. Moreover, given the μUV can perform

other more lengthy tasks, such as underwater inspection, the

range benefits become even greater. Adversely, landing on water

means the UAV is more exposed to the water surface and

operating conditions are limited to very calm sea states.

However, designing the UAV component to be fully

waterproof and capable of providing buoyancy with it is main

body (as some commercial platforms do) would improve stability

in waves and make the system more robust.

Secondly, the usage of a filtration system to collect samples.

This system has the advantage of not changing the UAV’s

dynamics after sample collection, however, the mass of the

samples we collected thus far (20 ~ 200mg) is rather

insignificant when compared with the mass of the entire

system (8 kg). Nevertheless, these volumes are comparable to

the ones found in the literature Koparan et al. (2019). Instead, we

have found that the main advantage of the system is on a practical

level: by providing a solid sample on a filter and eliminating the

need to do filtration manually after collection. There is also the

fact that storing the water inside the μUV would be rather

challenging, but this is more a consequence of our design

choices and not necessarily the case for other UAAVs.

Furthermore, even though the fact that samples will generally

have different volumes can initially seem convoluted, however,

given the that the condition for sample termination is the

clogging of the filter; samples will, in principle, always contain

enough solids to perform the necessary analysis.

Finally, the integration of underwater locomotion and flight

in a single robot. Besides the obvious additional tasks that can be

performed by the underwater robot, it allows us to accurately

control the depth of the μUV. We have estimated the accuracy in

depth control to be ±3 cm from the information of the depth

sensor. However, no baseline measurement was used to confirm

this value, and we do not claim to have a more accurate depth

control than in Ore and Detweiler (2018). Another useful feature

is the fact that we have access to real-time data about the samples,

μUV depth and visual feedback, which allows for missions to be

adjust in real-time. On the other hand, this level of integration

creates the need for coiling heavy and stiff electrical cable which

hinders operations. The impact of this is clearly seen as

Castendyk et al. (2019) can achieve much greater depths than

FIGURE 6
(A) Vertical section of the Chlorophyl-a values found at the Greifensee research station (47.366402, 8.665131) on the 30th of September 2021:
manual sampling values obtained with a Niskin bottle, UAAV values obtained with MEDUSA and CTD values obtained using the automated
multiparametric probe. (B) Correlation of UAAV - manual samples obtained in the same location/depth at several locations. In grey, the removed
datapoints where a manual sampling error is likely to have occurred. (C) Evolution of filtered volume with differential pressure measued in the
sampler, comparing volumes predicted using the linear model used in the sampler and the real measured volume. At 1,000 kPa, the limit for sample
cut-off put in place to avoid non-linear effects.
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what would be feasible with such a cable. There is, however, room

to improve the cable used by using higher performance tethers

for underwater rovers, or even by providing the μUV with it is

own power supply to reduce the number of lines necessary in the

line. This, of course, comes with it is own challenges.

4.1 System design and field trials: Lessons
learnt

Most UAAV systems we are aware of have operated at

shallower depths than here described, which constituted a

challenge in itself and lead to unexpected design choices. We

summarise here some lessons learnt on the system design and

trials, which we hope will prove useful in designing a similar

system.

The design of the μUV is much more driven by volume

limitations than weight. So, keeping all sealed components

outside the chamber helped keep the volume low and

consequentially reduce the payload in flight. Furthermore, the

μUV is also much less subject to drag, as travel speeds are

considerably low. It is thus not disadvantageous to design

configurations with large cross-sections, if this results in

simpler deployment and recovery by the UAV.

Opening and closing a sealed compartment in the field is

troublesome, especially with live electronics in wet environments.

We found that keeping the filter holders outside the μUV makes

the process of recovering and replacing filters considerably safer

and simpler.

A more effective coiling system than the one here described

would use a stepper motor with encoder driving the winch with

larger gear ratio through a timing belt. This results in a higher

rotating torque setup with precise measurement of cable length,

though, at the expense of weight and complexity.

The beyond visual-line-of-sight (BVLOS) requirement in

remote water sampling mission imposes challenges in on-site

operation, especially in terms of landing and take-off maneuvers,

which are dependent on local water surface conditions, weather,

obstacles, and animal activities. To give the pilot a better

situational awareness during flight, the onboard camera on

the UAV and μUV proved to be a simple and effective

setup. The camera on the UAV, being mounted properly

facing downward, allows the pilot to examine the sampling

site prior to landing, and see the deployment of the coiling

system. The camera onboard the μUV, on the other hand, allows

the pilot to have a clear view of the underwater operation and

water condition, and assists in the retrieval process of the μUV.

The LED indicators on the μUV can also be seen through the

cameras which allows immediate diagnosis of any system failures

onboard.

Another operational challenge encountered is related to the

difference in density between salt and fresh water. This was

overcome by using two different ballast masses in both

environments, however, the μUV system would ideally provide

sufficient volume variation to account for this difference, which is

considerably difficult to achieve with piston systems.

4.2 Conclusion

The primary objective of this work was to showcase a novel

method of sampling aquatic environments at depth and demonstrate

it in the particular case of Chlorophyll-a measurements. The

MEDUSA system was shown to be successful in acquiring

samples from shore and at high precision in depth and filtered

sample volume. This enables us to acquire accurate Chlorophyll-a

measurements that are on-par with manual sampling methods. The

underwater component of MEDUSA is equipped with a novel depth

sampler which is fully integrated with a modified open-source flight

controller, and is demonstrated to operate at up to 9 m depth. This

same implementation of the MEDUSA concept can be directly used

for other a posterirori analysis such as measurements of isotope

concentrations, biomass or eDNA.

Some challenges remain when it comes to implementing this

research in daily freshwater monitoring applications. For

instance, increasing the number of samples per flight would

improve usability considerably, especially if the system can

perform one full vertical profile per flight. This is easily

achieved thanks to the modularity of the sampling system,

however, it will come at a payload cost. This is not due to the

increased component mass, but rather to the increased internal

volume which needs to be compensated by ballast.

Finally, we have shown that aerial-aquatic drones can be

successful in improving access and facilitating water sampling at

depth, opening new paths in fresh-water research, amongst other

fields. We anticipate that this technology will improve data

gathering processes and help answer various ecological and

environmental questions.
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